Attention: Make Sure You Read Every Word On This Site.......

"Who Else Wants To Rank His
Site
On Google Page 1 In Only 30 Days
!"
I Will Reveal The Shocking Truth About Ranking on
Google in just 30 Days Without using any Trick. Once You
Discover The Truth, You Can Begin To Rank Your Sites in
30 Days or Less ……..100% Guaranteed!! ...

From: The Desk of Idrees Farooq,
Dear Struggling SEO Warriors
Let's face it, Ranking Your Site on Google Page 1 with OLD Ways is now extremely hard! AND
then in 30 days, Almost Impossible!!!
There's no doubt, Ranking on Google will probably the most difficult thing for anyone who is
doing SEO either expert or newbie. Frankly, Page One Ranking Formula is the only thing you
can't fake and actually get results.
Of course, some people will say that getting ranked high on Google is easy...Just "Google" it
they will say...WRONG!

No Matter what you hear all around this, SEO IS NOT DEAD.
However, without a deep understanding of What SEO Is, and a proven system you will be
spinning your wheels for months, even years!

How Do I Know This?
Because I was in your shoes...I have the same issue that my sites were not being ranked
especially after Google Animals Panda and Penguin.
I was on a mission to develop a method to rank my sites on Google as early as possible because I
was struggling for what seems like forever...
Sound at all familiar?

But Now There's Good News! ...
I've finally discovered the secrets of Ranking My Sites on Google Page One In Just 30 days for
highly searched buyers’ keywords and it changed my life, and I'm going to share them with you
today with my New Page One Ranking Formula that shows you how to Ranke your sites on
Google Page1 and Generate Lots of Money .

Introducing ...

.
There is a good chance that this whole time you have just felt like something is missing. You
purchase product after product, you apply the methods taught, you see other people getting
results, but for some reason YOU can’t get results.

So what Is Page One Ranking Formula?
As I said earlier, this is a step by step Ranking Game Plan So here are all steps that I have
covered in Page One Ranking Formula

Step1: Find Hot Selling Products on Affiliate Network

Step 2: Select Buyers Keywords for Your Affiliate Site

Step 3: Forecast Commission if you hit Top Positions

Step 4: Buy Domain and Quality Hosting

Step 5: Setup Your Cash Sucking Money Site

Step 6: Prepare an Anchor Text for Your Backlinking Process

Step 7: How to Generate Social Signals for Stable Ranking

Step 8: Build quality Backlinks That Actually Brings Rankings

And A Bonus Modules Covering Monetization and How to Flip Your Site

What's a Resource Like This Worth To You?
You see, there are many people who spend $1000 to $5000 on buying SEO Course to SOLVE
How to Get Ranked on Google Now. Not to mention the countless hours of time wasted banging
your head against the wall.
Plus, you can probably buy similar products that have prices between 7$ and 27$ but just end up
frustrated at the end.

Believe Me, I Used To Be There!
But I’m not going to charge you anywhere near that price for 30 Days P1 Ranking Takeover.
You can get everything you need for the low introductory price of $4!

But...That's Not All!!
BONUS #1: Anchor Text Plan (valued at $97)
My Exact Anchor Text Plan that I used to rank my site. This anchor text plan will help you to do
your link building properly. This plan is fool proof for any Google Animal.
BONUS #2: Commission Forecasting Formula (valued at $77)
With Commission Forecasting Formula and Commission Forecasting sheet provided with Page
One Ranking Formula, You are able to have an idea in advance how much you will rank when
you hit certain ranking.
BONUS #3: Keyword Spider Formula (valued at $47)

I will give you my exact Keyword Spider Sheet to help you to build your Keyword Spider.
Remember without making a proper keyword spider, you can’t rank. Period.
BONUS #4: Complete Updaeted Web2.0 List (valued at $47)
I will give you my personal list of Web2.0 that I used to create my backlinks to you that will help
you to make link building really easy for you.
That's right! I'll give you all of these bonuses when you invest in Page One Ranking Formula
today. This is a limited time offer that could come down at any second - so you need to take
action now!
There you have it - you couldn't ask for a better deal, unless I also throw in my…
And if all of that wasn't enough, here's something else...

Offer A 100% Risk-Free Money Back Guarantee

I'm so confident that you will be happy with your purchase that you get my 100% Money back
Guarantee.
If you don't like the sound of me, what I have to say, what I write about, or you plain think it
stinks - I will send you your money back in full and without delay.
All I ask is that you implement my Page One Ranking Formula. Get Full Refund If You're Not
Satisfied For The Next 30 Days after taking action on it.
I feel this is as fair as I could be!
That means you can try out Page One Ranking Formula with ZERO risk. See if it works for you
or not. And if it doesn’t produce, I honestly want you to ask for your money back!!
But I’m sure you’ll be able to Rank Your Sites on Google Page 1 in 30 Days or less. I wouldn’t
have spent the time and effort creating Page One Ranking Formula and writing this sales letter to
you if I didn’t think it would help to rank your site on google page 1 in 30 days!
Seriously, if you've read this far, you know that you have a strong desire to Rank Your Sites on
Google Page1 and get the results you really deserve. All that's left is to take action.

Sincerely,
Idrees Farooq

